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Kushyar ibn Labban's Account of Calendars in his Iiimi' ZIj 

Kushyar ibn Labban was an eminent Iranian mathematician and astronomer 
who lived in the second half of the 10th and the early 11th century C.E. He 
was from the Gllan province situated in the northern part of Iran, on the 
southern coast of the Caspian Sea. AlI his works are written in Arabic 
[Saidan 1973~ Qurbani 1996, 414-420~ Yano 1997~ Jaouiche 1986; Pingree 
2003; Bagheri 2005]. Since he finished writing a copy of his liimi' ZTj in 
393 A.Y.l1025 C.E., and, according to al-Nasawi, was dead in 416 
A.Y.l1048 C.E. (see below), he must have died some time between 1025 
and 1048 C.E. In Book I of the Jiitni' ZTj (Chapter 5, Section 7), Kushyar 
presents an example of a nativity in 332 A.Y.l963-4 C.E. that may refer to 
his own date of birth. He then finds the years that had elapsed from that 
year up to 389 A.Y.ll 020-21 C.E., which may be taken as the year in which 
he wrote Book I of the Jiimt ZTj. 

Although most of Kushyar's scientific legacy has come down to us, very 
little is known about his life. I will here summarize all the major references 
to Kfishyar in the historical and literary sources which have been found up 
to now. Kiishyar was said to be an astronomer at the court of VoshmgTr (d. 
357 A.H.l967-8 C.E.), the Iranian local ruler in Mazandaran province, on 
the southern coast of the Caspian Sea, immediately east of GIlan. In 
Tiitikli-i Mazandariin ('''A history of Mazandaran") composed in the 17th 

century C.E., we read: "One day in the month of Muharram 357 A.H., in 
the city of Jurjan 1, Kushyar advised the ruler of Mazandaran, Voshmglr, 
not to ride horses throughout that day lest he should be killed. All the 
saddles were taken off the horses, and the ruler did not ride all day long. 
However, in the evening he heard the grunt of a wild boar, and he could not 
help riding. He mounted a horse and followed the wild boar; the boar 
rushed towards the horse, VoshmgTr fell and died" [Gilanl 1973, p. 78]. 
This account is not consistent with the above assumption for Kushyar's 
date of birth. However, older sources such as [Ibn Isfandiyar 1941, part 2, 
pp. 3-4], composed in the early 14th century C.E., which mentions Kushyar 
among the astronomers of Tabaristan (another name for Mazandaran) [ibid, 
part 1, p. 137], and [Mar'ashl 1954, 131], composed in the late is"century 
C.E., give similar accounts of the same event without naming Kushyar, 
Therefore, it is probable that the astronomer in this story was someone else, 
and Kushyar was in fact at the court of VoshmgTr's son, Qabus (reigned 
367-403 A.H.l977/8-1012/3 C.E.), to whom al-Birunl presented his 

I This is the Arabicized name of Gurgan. an old city in Mazandaran province whose ruins are near 
Gonbad-i Qiibus in present-day [ran. about 100 kilometers north-east of modem Gurgan. 



Chronology of the ancient nations in 390 A.H/999-1000 C.E. The 
following account confirms this conjecture. 

In the medical treatise DhakhTra-yi Khwaraz111shahT ("Khwarazmshah "s 
resource"); written in Persian by Seyyed lsrna'Il Jurjanl in 504 A.H./llI0
11 C.E., the author says that Kushyar was a knowledgeable astronomer 
from Gllan who lived in Gurgan in the service of Qabus (Voshmglrs son). 
Then Jurjanl narrates his encounter with descendants of Kushyar in Qum. 
They showed him treatises written by Kushyar in a very neat and nice 
form. They told Jurjanl that "Kilshyar wrote things only when he was calm 
and relaxed, and his books are written very neatly in a nice calligraphy: 
when Kilshyar was told that his writing style required too much time to 
complete a single book, he replied, 'yes, it takes much time, but once I am 
gone, people won't be concerned with how long I took to write them, but 
rather with the quality and contents of the books'." [Jurjanl 1976, p. 644]. 
Sa'dl, the famous Iranian poet of the 13th century, in one of his poems on 
humbleness, names Kushyar as the symbol of a wise scholar [Sa'dr 1879~ 

pp. 245-246]. In his article on Kilshyar, BeyhaqT quotes the following 
dictum by him: "If two persons are interested in a single thing, the one 
ignoring the defects of that thing is really unfair to himself." [Beyhaqi 
1935,p.84]. 

Kushyar's works have attracted the attention of modern scholars since 
the early 19th century C.E. In March 1988, his millenium was celebrated at 
Gilan University during the 19th Annual Iranian Mathematics Conference. 
Below I will discuss Kushyar's most important works. For a detailed list of 
his works and their manuscripts see [Sezgin 1974, pp. 343-345: 1978~ pp. 
246-249; 1979, pp. 182-183; Rosenfeld-Ihsanoglu 2003, pp. 118-119:!]. 

Kushyar's only known mathematical work is entitled Usiil hisiib a/-Hind 
("Principles of Hindu Reckoning"). It was translated into Hebrew by 
Shalom ben Joseph (AnabT in the rs" century C.E. (see [Cecotti 2004]). An 
edition of the Arabic text of this treatise was published by Saidan [Saidan 
1967]. In recent decades, it has been translated into English, French.. 
Persian, and Russian [Kushyar 1965; Mazaheri 1975, pp. 73-133: Ktishyar 
1988a; Abdullazade 1990, 233-250]. For a comparative survey of the 

~ Some remarks and additional data relating to the entry on Kushyar ibn Labban in [Rosenfeld & 
lhsanoglu 2003, #308, pp. 1t8-119] (R&I): The "Treatise on the principles of the composition of sine 
tables" (M3 in R&I) is not by Kilshyar; for my argument on its attribution to al-Bartani. see f\l 
Bagheri. Battani' s version of trigonometric formulas, Tabq;q.lt-i Islam;, vol. 7 (1992). no. 2. pp. 169
76. The Alexandria ms. of the Iiimi' Zi;(A I) includes Book IV besides Book IIf (R&I onlv lists the 
latter). The Vehbi ms. contains only Bo~k IV of AI. Revankook 1708 is a ms. of A8 (Astrvh;gJ') rather 
than of A I. Leiden Or. 8 and Leiden ceo t054 both refer to the same ms. of A I, whereas Leiden Or. 
1021/3 turns out to contain sections 1.7,1.8 and 1.11 ofA8. There is no illS. of AI in Tehran. There is a 
copy of Al in the Russian State Library (previously Lenin Library) in Moscow, namely ~IS 1:'4;3, 
containing Books III and IV. The ms. no. 3894/1 in Tashkent (listed under A5 in R&D is an old Persian 
translation of Kushyars treatise on the astrolabe (A3), but ltshiid-i asturlsb (Majlis f\·IS 6, Cat. \01. I, 
p. 3, listed under A4 in R&I) is not by Kushyar, The Turkish translation of :\8 by \llkhalijl is kept in 
the Suleymaniye library, Hamidiye collection, as MS 835. 



different versions of this work extant in four mss. in Istanbul, Tehran, 
Bombay and Cairo, see [Bagheri 2004]. 

Kushyar's astrological treatise is entitled al-Madkhal fi :;;ina(al ehksm al
nujiim ("-]ntroduction to the art of astrology"). An edition of the original 
Arabic text has been published by Prof. Michio Yano with a modem 
English translation and an edition of the medieval Chinese translation 
prepared in 1383 C.E. [Kushyar t997]. There are also medieval Persian and 
Turkish translations of this treatise which have not yet been published 
[Sezgin 1979, p.183; Pingree 2002, p. 408]. 

Kushyar's treatise on the astrolabe is extant in several manuscripts. Mr. 
Taro Mimura has prepared an edition of the Arabic text under the 
supervision of M. Yano at Kyoto Sangyo University and plans to publish it 
with an English translation. There is an old Persian translation of this work 
in Tashkent (MS 3894/1). Abdullazade has provided a table of contents of 
this treatise [Abdullazade 1990, pp. 194-212] and I have published an 
edition of the old Persian translation with an introduction [Kushyar 2004]. 

Kushyar's most important astronomical work is the Jiimi' ZTj (al-ZTj a1
Jii111t; I it., "The comprehensive astronomical tables"). ZTjes were standard 
astronomical treatises in the Islamic period containing extensive tables for 
astronomical quantities with some texts explaining the calculations based 
on the tables. More than 200 zTjes are known to us of which more than 100 
are extant. For detailed accounts of the zij'tradition in Islamic civilization 
and the contents of Lijes, see [Kennedy 1956; King and Sams6 200 I]. A 
new survey of Islamic zTjes is currently under preparation by Dr. Benno 
van Dalen. 

Kennedy has given a summary account of Kushyar's Iiimi' ZTj in 
[Kennedy 1956'1 pp. 125, 156-57]. He maintains that the elements of the zTj 
were taken from al-Battani's Stibi' ZTj, and that it is improbable that new 
observational data were incorporated into it. The Jiimi' ZTj was famous and 
influential in Islamic period astronomy. Although it is influenced by 
Ptolemy's A ImagesI and al-Battani's zi], it distinguishes itself by 
presenting proofs of the underlying mathematical theorems systematically; 
we find this only in a few other extant zTjes e.g., Abu'l-Wafa's Almagest, 
al-Blruni's Oiiniin ul-Mus (iidL and al-Kashl's Zij-i Klliiqanf. 

The JiiJ11t Zij consists of four books (maqiilas): I) Elementary 
calculations, II) Tables, II]) Astronomy, and IV) Proofs. Two chapters of 
the third book entitled al-Ab 'iid we'l-ejtiim ('-<On> the distances and sizes 
<of the celestial bodies>"), and Jswiitni' 'iltn el-iiey'e ("A compendium of 
astronomy") containing definitions of around 130 astronomical terms were 
also copied, translated, and circulated as independent treatises. An edition 
of the former (on distances and sizes) has been published in India [Kushyar 
1948]'1 and a Persian translation of it has been published in Iran [Kushyar 
1988b]. 



Muhammad ibn (Ulnar ibn AbT Talib Tabrlzi translated the first book of 
the Jiimi' Zfj into Persian in 483 A.H./1090 C.E. [cf. Bagheri 1998]. 
Versions in Hebrew characters of different parts of the zfj are kept in four 
manuscripts that cover the whole work altogether [Langerrnann 1996, p. 
151]. (Ali ibn Ahmad al-Nasawi, probably a disciple of Kushyar, wrote an 
Arabic commentary on the first book of the liimi' Zfj entitled al-Liimi' ti 
smthilst ai-ZTj el-jiimi' ("Explanation of the examples in the Jiuni' Zi] '-) 
(MS Or. 45/7, Columbia University, New York, fols. 49r-75v).l. He 
presented numerical examples for each of the 85 chapters" in Book I of the 
Jiimi' Zij except for five chapters that according to him did not need any 
example and two chapters" simply skipped. The folios of this ms. are not in 
their correct order? and there is a lacuna from the middle of chapter 6.14 to 
the middle of chapter 6.20. It is particularly interesting that on folios 50r 
and 51v al-Nasawi mentions the year 416 of the Yazdigird era (1047-8 
C.E.) as "the present year", So he flourished around 1050, and since at the 
beginning of the treatise he names Kushyar with the phrase "may God have 
mercy on him!", this confirms that Kushyar had died at that date. 

No complete edition of the Iiimi' ZTj has ever been published, and the zi] 
has not been studied as a whole. However, partial editions, translations and 
studies of it have appeared during the last two centuries. Muhammad A(la 
al-Tahanawi in his Keshshiii' i$tilii1}.at el-Iuniiti (A dictionary of the 
technical terms used in the sciences of the Musulrnans), composed in 1158 
A.H./1745-45 C.E., quoted from Kushyar's Jiimi' zfj about the similarities 
of the Greek and the Syrian calendars, in his entry on chronology (ai
ta)rikh) [al-Tahanawl 1862, I, 57]. Ludwig Ideler published an edition of 
some fragments of the chapter on calendars with German translation [Ideler 
1825-1826, II, pp. 623-633]. Joachim Lelewel cited some data from the 
table of geographical coordinates given in the Jiimi' Ztj, and compared 
them with those of al-Blrunl and Ibn Yunus [LeleweI 1852, pp. xlvi-xlix]. 
E. Wiedemann translated the preface of the zTj into German [Wiedemann 
1920, p. 132]. Prof. E. S. Kennedy has studied Kushyar's method for the 
calculation of the equation of time [Kennedy 1988, pp. 2-4]. Khurshid F. 
Abdullazade has vastly discussed the spherical trigonometry, mathematical 
astronomy and geographical materials in the zi] [Abdullazade 1990, pp. 61
193, 213-230]. Dr. Benno van Dalen has analyzed the table for the equation 
of time in the Jiimi' ZTjand was able to explain its method of computation 

3 Late Prof A. S. Saidan has erroneously attributed this work to Kiishyar and has given wrong
 
manuscript data for it [1973. pp. 531. 533].
 
~ Book I consists of an introduction and Sections I to 8 containing 6. 6. 3. 12. 22. 20. 6 and 10 chapters.
 
respectively. I indicate Chapter m of Section n as n.m.
 
:i Chapters 2.1. 7.1. 6.6.8.9 and 8.10.
 
(,Chapters 4.7 and 4.8.
 
-; A fragment from the middle of 5.21 to the middle of 6.3 is misplaced in the middle of 7. I. one folio
 
from 7.4 is misplaced in the middle of 5.21. and one folio of a Persian treatise on arithmetic is
 
misplaced in the middle of 7.4.
 



by taking into account that the tabular values are influenced by the 
displacement of the solar mean motion. He has also analyzed a table for the 
true solar longitudes found in the sequel of the Berlin ms. of the zij and has 
shown that it most probably derives from Yahya b. AbT Mansur [van Dalen 
1993]. The large number of tables appended at the end of the Berlin and 
Leiden mss. reveal important information about various early zijes that are 
now lost. 

Prof. J. L. Berggren has discussed the spherical trigonometry in the third 
section of Book IV of the Iiimi' Zij. He concluded that, while Kushyar's 
account of the trigonometry of his day was not particularly original, it did 
contain the latest results and showed Kushyar's taste for systematic 
exposition based on simple argumentation [Berggren 1987]. Glen Van 
Brummelen has described Kushyar's ingenious innovative interpolation 
scheme for composing double argument tables for the planetary equations 
of anomaly, The process significantly simplified the determination of a 
planers longitude at a given time, although at the cost of some accuracy in 
the result. This innovation, besides Kilshyar's systematic use of 
displacement and shift for all planets to avoid computations involving 
subtraction and his use of a different parameter for Mars, shows that he was 
no mere copyist [Van Brummelen 1998]. Toshiaki Kashino has discussed 
the planetary theory in the Iiimi' Zfj and has provided an edition of the 
Arabic chapters and tables related to this subject from all four books of the 
zTj [Kashino 1998]. 

In his Introduction to astrology, Kushyar mentions his other zfj entitled 
al-ZTj el-Biiligh (~·The extensive astronomical tables") [Kushyar 1997, pp. 
6/7~ 216/217]. No manuscript of the integral text of this work has been 
reported up to now. However, a short chapter entitled F7 isti'tniil adwar a1
kewekib (ala madhheb aI-Hind min ZTj el-Biiligl: li-Kiishyiit ("On the 
application of the cycles of the planets according to the Indian method from 
Kilshyar's Zij al-BaIigh") kept in Bombay (MS R. I 86, Mulla Firuz 
collection, Cama Oriental Institute) is reported by F. Sezgin [1974, p. 248]. 
I have discussed the content of this chapter in a paper presented at the 17th 

Annual Conference for the History of Arabic Science, Sweida (Syria), 
1993. 

This article is based on part of my Ph.D. dissertation under the 
supervision of Prof. Henk Bos and Dr. Jan P. Hogendijk of the 
Mathematics Department of Utrecht University (The Netherlands). This 
dissertation will consist of an edition of the Arabic text with English 
translation and commentary of the first and fourth books of Kushyar's 
Jiimi' ZTj. Here I provide my edition of the introduction to the zfj (except 
for the detailed list of the titles of the 85 chapters of the first book) and the 
first chapter of the first book, which deals with calendars, with an English 



translation and commentary. This chapter is one of the earliest extant 
Arabic treatments of calendars, and provides important information 
especially on the old Persian calendar whose remnants were still in use in 
Kushyar's time. I have based the edition of the Arabic text on the Fatih 
manuscript and I have used the Cairo manuscript as an alternative. I have 
used the following abbreviations for these two manuscripts and other 
manuscripts to which I have referred whenever it was necessary. 

F Istanbul, Fatih, MS 3418/1 (Cat., p. 196; Books I-IV, copied
 
in 545 A.H.), 1v-175v.
 

C Cairo, Dar al-kutub, MS DM 213/1 (D.A. King, Fihtis '11

makhriitat al- 'ilmiye el-mshttia: bi-Diit al-Kutub el-Misriye,
 
vol. 1, p. 414 and vol. 2, p. 104; Book I, copied in 1169 AH),
 
1v-26r.
 

B Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, MS Mq. 101 (W. Ahlwardt ..
 
VerzeichniB der erebischen Hendscbtiitcn der Kotiiglichcn 
Bibliothck zu Berlin, vol. V, pp. 203-206, no. 5751 ~ Books I 
and II, copied in 806 A.H.8) , pp. 2-221. 

L	 Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, MS Or. 8 (P. de long et aI.,
 
CataJogus Codicum Orientelium. vol. III, pp. 84-86, no.
 
1054; Books I-IV, copied in 634 A.H.).. Iv-124r.
 

Y	 Istanbul, Yeni Cami, MS 784/3 (Cat. Ahmet III, p. 64;
 
Books I-IV, copied in the 6th century A.H.), 230r-362r .
 

P	 Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, MS Or. 523/1 (P. de long
 
et al, Catalogus Codicutn Otientelium. vol. 111'1 pp. 87-88,
 
no. 1056; Persian translation of Book I, copied in 689 A.H.),
 
31 fols. (MS 305, Asafiya, Hyderabad, cat. vol. L p. 798 has
 
been reported as a.nother n1S. of a Persian translation of Book
 
I [Sezgin 1978, 248].)
 

The first book of the the Iiiini' ZTj is missing in other manuscripts of the 
zTjextant in Moscow (Russian State Library 154/3, Books III and IV, 36v
111 r, copied in 525 A.H., mentioned in: Revue de l'lnstitut des Manuscrits 
Arabes, vol. 23 [1977], Fasc. 2, p. 140; Matvievskaya & Rosenfeld 1983.. p. 
217), Istanbul (Vehbi Efendi 893, Book IV, 1v-74r, copied in 427 A.H... see 
Krause 1936, p. 472), and Alexandria (Baladiyya 4285 jim, see Y. Zaydan, 
Fihtis nlakhriitat Baladiyat aJ-Iskandariya, vol. I, pp. 216-217, Books III 
and IV, Iv-73v, copied in 566 A.H. from an autograph dated 393 A.Y.l415 
A.H.) that were accessible to me. 

R. The date 832 is also written on the ms. by a later hand 
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In the edition of the Arabic text, I have used angular brackets <> for 
reconstruction of the text and rectangular brackets [] for abundant phrases. 
In the English translation, I have used angular brackets to make the English 
sentences complete and meaningful. My explanatory additions to the 
English translation are given in parentheses. An asterisk * refers to an 
explanation in the commentary. 

I sincerely thank Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin for offering me the opportunity to 
work on my PhD dissertation in the Institute for the History of Arabic
lslarnic Science (Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt) during 
the period June-August 2005. I also thank Dr. Jan P. Hogendijk, Dr. Benno 
van Dalen.. Dr. Hushang A'lam, and Mr. A. Thobut for their useful 
comments on my research. Furthermore, I am grateful to Prof. Dr. F. 
Sezgin.. Prof. G. De Young, Dr. M. Yano, Dr. Gleb Mikhailov, Mr. M. 
Mar'ashi Najafi, Mr. A. Hadzad, and Mr. S. Farrokh-Seresht for their 
precious help in preparing copies of the manuscripts which I needed. Mr. 
Claudio Cecotti kindly provided 111e with the necessary data about present
day Christian feasts. Late Mr. Abu'l-Qasem Qorbani, who also provided 
me with a copy of the Vehbi ms., was a pioneer in the studies about the 
history of mathematics and astronomy in Iran. He always encouraged me to 
work as a full time researcher in this field and to his esteemed memory I 
dedicate this article. 



<Translation> 

In the name of God the merciful, the compassionate, and we ask for your 
assistance, 0 Generous One! 

Kiishyar ibn Labban ibn Bashahri aI-JIlT says: When I examined the zTjes 
composed on the art of astronomy and reflected on them, <1 found that> 
there was incorrectness in some of them that needed ·rectification; some 
had long-windedness and difficulty that needed simplification; and some 
had omissions that needed completion. <Even> the Altnegest is not free 
of them (i.e., the defects). All of them (i.e., the zijes) <contain> careless 
calculations, devoid of clear exposition and unsupported by adequate 
demonstration. <rherefore,> I made up my mind to work out a zi] 
combining theory and practice, in which 1 <would> rectify the 
incorrectness, bring closer what was far-fetched, fill up for deficiencies .. 
elucidate every <technical> term with a comment, and provide proofs for 
every calculation in it. Therefore, any difference found in anything 
between this <Z1}> and the others, is <caused by my> rectification of the 
incorrectness or <my> bringing closer the far-fetched or <my> filling of 
gaps. I have discussed practice before theory in order to faciIitate the 
beginner's access to it and to quicken his benefiting by it. I have 
composed this <work> in four Books: the first on elementary 
calculations, the second on their (i.e., of the calculations) tables, the third 
on commentary and astronomy, and the fourth on the demonstration of 
the accuracy of the elementary calculations. 

When I resolved to do this and reaffirmed my intention about it, I 
begged God for success and guidance. 



Section 1: On eras, <in> 6 chapters
 
Chapter 1: On the beginnings of the ancient eras and the <numbers of>
 
years and days between any two of them.
 

The famous eras preserved by the ancients (i.e., those who lived up to the 
author's time) are: the era of the Deluge, the era ofNabonassar, the era of 
Philippus, the era of <Alexander> the Two-Horned, the era of Augustus, 
the era of Diocletianus, the era of the Hejira, and the era of Yazdi gird. 
The Deluge: The era of the Deluge is used by the authors of the ancient 
zije: such as the Sindhind zfj and Shah zij. Its beginning was the Friday 
close to the occurrence of the Flood in the time of Noah - peace be upon 
him! On that day, at sunrise, the sun was in Aries and the moon was in 
conjunction with it in the beginning of Aries, and the other planets were 
around the beginning of Aries. Subsequent eras are related to it (Le., the 
Deluge). 
Nabonassar: He was Nabonassar I, among the kings of Babylon.* The 
first day of his era was a Wednesday. Ptolemy rendered the mean motions 
of the planets in the Almagest for this era, * and he rendered the positions 
of the fixed stars for the beginning of the year 886 of it, which was the 
first day of the reign of Antoninus. Between Friday, the first day of <the 
era of> the Deluge, and Wednesday, the first day of this era, there are 
860,172 days, which are equal to 2,356 Persian-Egyptian years of 365 
days, and 232 completed days. 
Philippus: He was Philippus, known as the Mason,* father of the Two
Horned*. He was one of the kings of Athens. He <reigned> after the 
death of Alexander of Macedonia (Alexander 111). Theon of Alexandria 
based his zi], called the Canon, on this era. The first day of his era was a 
Sunday, between which and the era of the Deluge there were 1,014,834 
days or 2,780 years and 134 days. 
The Two-Horned: He was Alexander II, known as the Two-Horned.* The 
first day of his era was a Monday, which was the first day of the seventh 
year of his reign, when he left the land of Macedonia, traveled over the 
<whole> Earth, and reached <very remote places of> the inhabited world. 
Between the Monday <which was the beginning> of this era and the 
epoch of the Deluge there were 1,019,273 days or 2,792 <completed> 
years and 193 completed days. 
Augustus: He was one of the Roman kings. Christ was born in some year 
of his <reign>. The first day of this era was a Thursday, between which 
and the epoch of the Deluge there were 1,122,316 days or 3,074 years and 
306 days. 
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Diocletianus: He was one of the kings of Christendom.* The first day of 
his era was a Wednesday, between which and the epoch of the Deluge 
there were 1,236,639 days or 3,388 <completed> years and 1C) completed 
days. 
The Hejira was the emigration of the Prophet-God bless him and grant 
him salvationI-from Mecca to Medina. He entered it (i.e., Medina) on 
Monday, the eighth of the month Rabl' al-awwal, and the era is reckoned 
from the beginning of that year, which was a Thursday, the first day of 
Muharram. Thus between it and that <day of emigration> there are 67 
days. The year <of the Hejira calendar> is 354 days plus 1/5 plus 1/6 <of 
a day>. When <the accumulation of> these fractions exceeds half a day, 
one day is added to the days of Dhu't-hijjah, so <the number of> its days 
becomes 30, and <the number of> the days of this year beC0l11eS 355. 
This happens 11 times in the computation of every 30 years, because 11 
is 1/5 plus 1/6 of 30. Between this epoch and the epoch of the Deluge 
there are 1,359,973 days or 3,725 years and 348 days. The determination 
of the intercalation is such that you should cast out thirties from the 
<elapsed> years including the desired year, and you should multiply the 
remainderby 11 and cast out thirties <from the product>. If the remainder 
is greater than 15, then the <given> year is a leap year, and if it is less. 
then it is not*. 
Yazdigird: He was Yazdigird, son of Shahriyar, son of Kisra, the last of 
the Persian kings. The first day of the year in which he acceded to the 
throne was a Tuesday, between which and the epoch of the Deluge there 
were 1,363,597 days or 3,735 years and 322 days. 
If we want to know <the number of the days or years> between any two 
epochs, we subtract the <number of> years or days closer to the epoch of 
the Deluge from the <number of> years or days farther from it, and the 
remainder is the <number of> years or days between them.* 

Chapter 2: On the three calendars used in our time. 

The calendars used among us and in our time are: (a) The calendar of the 
Two-Horned,which is the Greek and the Syrian <calendar> because there 
is no difference between them except in the names of the months.* The 
first Greek month is Kiintu: el-tliini (i.e., Kiiniin II) with <its> Greek 
name, and the following <months are based> on its arrangement (i.e., the 
arrangement of the Syrian months regarding the number of the days in 
each month); (b) the calendar of the Hejira, that is the Arabian calendar: 
and (c) the calendar of Yazdigird, that is the Persian calendar. 
As to the Syrian <calendar>, its beginning was a Monday as has been 
mentioned before. The Syrian names of the months and the numbers of 
their days, added up and separately, a.re as I say: Tishtin I, 31 days, 31: 
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Tisbtin II, 30 days, 61; Kaniin I, 31 days, 92; Kiiniin II, 31 days, 123; 
Shubiit. 28 days and a quarter of a day, 151; Adhar, 31 days, 182; Ntsiin, 
30 days, 212; Ayyar, 31 days, 243; Hszitiin, 30 days, 273; Tammiiz, 31 
days, 304~ A.b, 31 days, 335~ Aylul, 30 days, 365. So a year has 365 days 
and a quarter of a day. Whenever <the accumulation of> the quarter is 
greater than half a day, the number of days of Sbubii; is increased by one, 
so <the number of> its days becomes 29. The <number of> days of this 
year becomes 366, and it is a leap year. To know it (Le., the leap year), 
you cast out fours from the number of years including the desired year. If 
the remainder is 3, then th is is a leap year, and if the remainder is less, it 
is not.* 
As to the Arabic <era>, its beginning was a Thursday, the first day of the 
year in which the Prophet <Muhamrnad--c-God bless him and grant him 
salvation !-enligrated <to Medina>. It is the 15th of Tammiiz of the year 
933 of <the era of> the Two-Horned. The names of its months and the 
numbers of their days, added up and separately, are as I say: Muherrem, 
30 <days>: $afat, 29 <days>, 59; Rabt I, 30 <days>, 89; Rabt II, 29 
<days>, 118; JU111adii 1,30 <days>, 148; Jumada 11,29 <days>, 177; 
Rajab, 30 <days>, 207; Sha'biin, 29 <days>, 236; Retnezsn, 30 <days>, 
266; Shewwiil, 29 <days>, 295; Dhu'l-qe'de, 30 <days>, 325; Dhu'l
hijjo; 29 <days> plus a fifth and a sixth of a day, 354; <22>. Thus a year 
<has> 354 days plus a fifth and a sixth of a day. Whenever <the 
accumulation of> these fractions exceeds half a day, its calculation is as 
has already been mentioned. The <numbers of> the days of these months 
are found in this way: You subtract the mean dai Iy motion of the sun 
from the mean daily motion of the moon, and a complete revolution (i.e., 
360°) is divided by the remainder, The result is 29;31,50 days 
approximately. Thus the months were established <as having> 30 days 
and 29 days alternately, and we add the extra fractions, i.e. the excesses 
over half a day, at the end of the year; this adds up to a fifth and a sixth of 
a day.* 
As to the Persian <calendar>, its beginning was a Tuesday, the first day 
of the year in which Yazdigird, son of Shahriyar, acceded to the throne. It 
is the 22nd of Rabf I of the year 11 of Hej ira, and the 16th of Haziran of 
the year 943 of the <era of the> Two-Horned. The names of its months* 
and the numbers of their days, separately and added up, are as I say: 
Furwnrdin-miih, 30 <days>, 30; A rdibehisht-tniih, 30 <days>, 60; 
Kburdiui-miih, 30 <days>, 90; Tir-miih, 30 <days>, 120; Mutdiid-miib, 30 
<days>, 150~ Shehrir-miih, 30 <days>, 180; Mihr-nuih, 30 <days>, 210; 
Abiin-mtit), 35 <days>, 245~ Adhar-mah, 30 <days>, 275; Dey-miih, 30 
<days>, 205; Behtnun-miih, 30 <days>, 235; lstendstmedh-miih; 30 
<days>, 265. Thus a year <has> 365 days. The five days added at the end 
of Aban-mah are called the mustereqe ("stolen") <days>. Since the 
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Persian year is approximately a quarter of a day less than a solar year, this 
becomes one day in every four years and one month in every 120 years. 
During the period of their domination, the Persians observed one 
intercalary month every 120 years. Thus this year had 13 months, They 
counted the first month of this year twice: once at the beginning of the 
year and once more at the end of the year. They put the extra five <days> 
in the intercalary month (i.e., at the end of the year). <Thus.> the first 
month of the year was the one in which the sun entered Aries. So, the five 
<days> and the beginning of the year were moved from one month to the 
next every 120 years. In the time of Kisra, son ofQubad, Anushervan, the 
sun entered Aries in Adhar-mah, and the five <days> were placed at the 
end of Aban-rnah. When 120years had passed, it was the end of the reign 
of the Persians, the disruption of their government, and <the beginning 
of> the domination of the Arabs over them. So, this tradition was 
neglected, and the five <days> remained at the end of Aban-rnah until the 
year 375 Yazdigird, when the sun entered Aries on the first day of 
Farwardin-mah. We have been informed that in <the province> Fars and 
those areas <near it>, the five <days> were moved to the end of 
lsfandarrnadh-rnah according to the ancient tradition. * But in our areas, 
which are Rayy, Jurjan and Tabaristan, they are <still observed> at the 
end of Aban-mah, People think that it is <something related to> the 
Zoroastrian religion and tradition, and should not be replaced and 
changed. Each day of the <Persian> months has a special name by which 
it is called, viz.: Hunnazd, Behtnsn, ArdTbahisht, Shelitir. Istundiirmeot: 
Khurdiid, Murdad, Dsy-bs-tidiuu; Adhar, Abtin. Khiit. Miih, ITr. KLIsh, 
Day-ba-mihr, Mihr, Sutiish, Rashan, Fetwetdin, Baluiim. Riim, Bad, Day
be-Din, Din, Ard, Ashtad, Asman, Zanlyad, Maras fand. AnItiin, and the 
five "stolen' days <are> Ahunavad, Ushtevud. lstutidmed. Vahukhshatra. 
<and> Vahishtavasht. 

Chapter 3: On converting the years of these calendars into days, and the 
days into <the corresponding> years by calculation and by <using> 
table<s>. 

Calculation for the Syrian <calendar>: You multiply the <number of> 
completed Syrian years by 21,915, you divide the product by 60., and thus 
the <number of> days in those years will be obtained." If the division has 
a remainder greater than 30, we restore it to one day. You multiply the 
given <number of> days by 60 and you divide the product by 21.,915: The 
<number of> years <contained> in those days will be obtained. We 
divide the remainder of the division by 60: The <number of> days of the 
incomplete year will be obtained. * 
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<Calculation for> the Arabian <calendar>: You multiply the <number 
of> completed Arabian years by 21,262 and you divide the product by 60: 
The <number of> days in those years will be obtained. You multiply the 
given <number of> days by 60 and you divide the product by 21,262: The 
<number of> years <contained> in those days will be obtained. We 
divide the remainder of the division by 60: The <number of> days of the 
incomplete year will be obtained. 
<Calculation for> the Persian <calendar>: You multiply the <number of> 
completed Persian years by 365: The <number of> days in those 
completed years will result. You divide the given <number of> days by 
365: The <number of> completed years will be obtained. The remainder 
is the <number of> days in the incomplete year. 
<Conversion by means of> the table: If we compile tables, we record in 
them the multiple or single years, and months, and opposite them, the 
numbers of days in them in sexagesimals. Then the first <digit> of them 
(i.e., these numbers) is the absolute <number of> days. The second of 
them is a multiple of 60, i.e., once divided by 60. The third one is a 
multiple of 60x60, Le., twice divided by 60. The fourth one is a multiple 
of 60x60x60. If we want <to find> the <number of> days of given years 
and months, we enter with the completed years in the table of the multiple 
years. We take the <number of> days corresponding to the nearest 
number below it, and write it down (B adds: "on the <dust> board"). 
Then we enter with the remainder <of the years> in the table for the 
single years, take the <number of> days corresponding to it, and add it to 
what we wrote down before, any <sexagesirnal> digit to its corresponding 
<sexagesimal> digit. Then we take the <number of> days corresponding 
to the completed months and add it to the sum already obtained. Then the 
<number of> days in the given years and months will be obtained. 
If we want <to find> the <numbers of> years and months 
<corresponding to a certain number> of days, we enter with the days in 
<the column for> the multiples of days, take the <number of> years 
corresponding to the nearest lesser number, and write it down. Then we 
subtract the <number of> days found in the table from the given <number 
of> days, each digit from its corresponding digit. Then we enter with the 
remainder of the days in <the column for> the single days and take the 
<number of> years corresponding to the nearest lesser number. Then we 
add it to the <number of> years that we wrote down before. We subtract 
the <number of> days found in the table of single <days> from the 
<remaining> days that we have, any digit from its corresponding digit. 
We take the <number of> months corresponding to the nearest number 
below the <number of> remaining days. What remains from the <number 
of> days is the <number of> days of the incomplete month. 
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Chapter 4: On extracting <dates in> these calendars from each other. 

If <a date in> one of these three calendars is known and we want to know 
<the corresponding date in> another calendar, we convert the known date 
into days until the present day, and keep it in mind. Then if <the era of> 
the known <date> precedes the <era in which the date is> unknown, we 
subtract the <number of> days between the two eras from the <number 
of> days that we kept in mind. If the <epoch of which the date is> 
unknown precedes the <epoch of which the date is> known, we add the 
<number of> days between the two eras to the <number of> days that we 
kept in mind. Then the remainder or the sum is the unknown <date of the 
desired> calendar in days. Then we convert it into years as already 
described. The <beginning of the> Syrian era precedes the <beginning of 
the> Arabian era by 340,700 days, and precedes the <beginning of the> 
Persian era by 344,324 days; the <beginning of the> Arabian era precedes 
the <beginning of the> Persian era by 3624 days. In order to check <the 
correctness of> the result of <converting> the calendar, we determine the 
weekday of the given date in the known calendar, and the weekday of the 
unknown date <in the desired calendar>. If they agree, then it is correct, 
and if they differ one or two days, we adjust the unknown <date> 
according to the known <date>.* 

Chapter 5: On the weekday of <any date of> these calendars. 

The Syrian <calendar>: We convert its date into the <number of> days up 
to the desired day, plus this day. Then we cast out sevens and count the 
remainder from Monday. The <week->day at which <the number> 
finishes, will be the weekday <corresponding to> the given day. If we 
want to, we <may> cast out twenty-eights from the <number of> years 
including the desired year. We enter with the remainder in the weekday 
table, and take the weekday of <the beginning at> the desired month.* 
The Arabian <calendar>: We convert its date into the <number of> days 
as has already been discussed for the Syrian <calendar>.Then we cast out 
sevens and we count the remainder from Thursday. The <week->day at 
which the number finishes will be the weekday of the <given> day. I f we 
want to, we <may> cast out multiples of twohundred-ten from the 
<number of> years including the given year. We enter with the remainder 
in the weekday table and we take <the number corresponding to> the 
weekday <of the beginning> of the desired year. Then we add to it <the 
number corresponding to> the weekday of the desired month.* 
The Persian <calendar>: We cast out sevens from the <number of> years 
including the given year and we count the remainder from Tuesday. The 
<week->day at which <the number> finishes will be the weekday of <the 
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beginning of> that year. For each month after Farwardin we add two 
days, but we do not add anything for the weekday of Adhar-mah because 
the weekday of <the first of> Aban-mah and that of Adhar-rnah are the 
same on account of the <five> "stolen" <days>.* 

Chapter 6: On the feasts and <other> events in these calendars*. 

Syrian <feasts>:
 
lvlii'althii (for the literal meaning of the names of the feasts and their
 
equivalents, see the commentary"): If the 29th of Tishrin I (October) is a
 
Sunday, it is fvlii(althi1; otherwise, <it is> the Sunday which follows it.
 
Subbiit: If the 28th of TishrTn II (November) is a Sunday, it is Subbtir;
 
otherwise, <the Sunday> that follows it.
 
MTlfid: the night which is followed by the morning of the 25th of Kanun I
 
(December), 
Din1J: the 6th of Kamin II (January). 
Seutn aJ-'adhiut: It is the feast of Gheytiis, the Monday which follows 
Dinh. 
$au111 NaynawT: <It consists of> three days beginning on a Monday 22 
days before al-Saum el-kubir. 
'[d Cll-hayka/: the 2nd of Shubat (February). 
AI-$uLJ111 al-kubit: <For its> calculation we take the years of the Two
Horned <era> with the year we desire (i.e., the current year), a.nd we add 
five to it. We cast out nineteens and we multiply the remainder by 
nineteen. If the product is greater than 250, we always subtract one from 
it; if it is less, we do not subtract anything. We cast out thirties from the 
result. Then we observe the remainder. If it is equal to <the number of 
days of> Shubat <in that year> or less than that, then the <beginning of 
the> fast is on that day of Shubat, if it is a Monday. Otherwise, the 
Monday after it <is the beginning of the fast>. Ifit (i.e., the remainder) is 
greater than the <number of> days of Shubat <in that year>, we subtract 
the <number of> days of Shubat from it. The remainder, <taken> as 
<number of the day> of Adhar, is the beginning of the fast if it is a 
Monday. Otherwise, the Monday after it <is the beginning of the fast>. 
We have compiled a table for it. For working with it, we take the years of 
<the era of> the Two-Horned with the year we desire (i.e., the current 
year), and we write it down in two positions. We divide one of the 
<numbers written in the> two positions by twenty eight and we divide the 
<number in the> other position by nineteen, after adding five to it. We 
enter along the length of the table with the remainder of the division by 
twenty eight, and along the width of the table with the remainder of the 
division by nineteen. The crossing position of the <column and the row of 
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the> two numbers is the beginning of the fast. if it is <written> in black, 
it is in Shubat, and if it is <written> in red, then it is in Adhar. 
Another method: It (i.e., the beginning of the fast) is on the nearest 
Monday to the conjunction which occurs between the 2nd of Shubat 
(February) and the 8th of Adhar (March). If we are in doubt about the 
nearest Monday, then it is <the Monday> which lies between Sha'anin 
and the Fitrthat follows it. 
Sha'iinin: the Sunday, the 42nd of the days of the fast. 
Fitr: the Sunday next to Sha'iinin. 
AI-Sha 'iintn el-ssgbire: the Friday following Fitr. 
Sulliiq: the Thursday 40 days after Fitr. 
Fintiq usti: the Sunday 10 days after Sulliiq. 
Seum aJ-SaJT1)T11: the Monday after Fintiqusti. 
Seutn Mart Maryam: the first day of Ab (August). 
Zubiit a1-MasI1): 6th of Ab (August). 
Fitr Maryam: 15th of Ab (August). 
'Idel-selib: 14th of Inn (September); 13th of nm (September) according 
to the Nestorians; 15th of Inn (September) according to the Romans and 
the Jacobites. 
Suqiit el-jimiit: the 7th, 14th, and 21st of Shubat(February). 
Ayyam a1- 'ejiiz: Seven days starting on the 26th of Shubat (February). 
Neytiiz sl-Mu'tezid: 11th of Haziran (June). 
Ayyam a1-bal)fir: Eight days starting on the 19th of Tammuz (July). The 
variation of the weather on these days indicates that during (the first to 
the eighth month of) the next year.* 

Arabian <feasts>: 
'Ashiira: It is the date of the murder of Husayn b. (AlI-May God honor 

him and be pleased with him!-<which occurred on> the 10th of 
Muharram, 

Maulid aJ-NabT - may the exalted God bless him and grant him salvation!: 
12th of Rabf I. 

Yaum al-jamal: 15th of Jurnada I. 
Meb'eth aJ-NabT - may God bless him and grant him salvation!: 26th of 

Rajab. 
Mi'tii]: the night of the 27th of Rajab. 
Lay1at el-sekk: the night of the 15th of Sha'ban, 
Seum: the days of Ramazan, 
Fetl) Makka: 20th of Ramazan, 
'Id al-Fitr: Ist of Shawwal, 
AJ-TarwTya: 8th of Dhu'l-hijja, 
'Arate: 9th of Dhu' l-hijja, 
'IdaJ-ai1)a: 10th of Dhu'l-hijja, 
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Gluuiir Khutnm: 18th of Dhu'l-hijja. 

Persian <feasts>: 
Neytiiz: l st of Farwardin-mah (i.e., the month of FarwardTn). 
Nayriiz al-kha$$a: 6th of Farwardin-mah. 
Mihrajan: 16th of Mihr-mah, 
Mihrejiin el-kbssset sl-segbit: 21st of Mihr-mah.
 
GagTl: 15th of Day-rnah.
 
Bahmanjana: 2nd of Bahrnan-mah.
 
Sadaq: the night of the 10th of Bahman-rnah.
 
WadhTra: 22nd of Bahrnan-rnah.
 
Ketb el-tuqii': 5th of Isfandarrnadh-mah, <based on placing> the "stolen" 

days at the end of Aban-mali. 
The six liihenbiit»: first, 26th of Ardlbahisht-mah; second, 26th of TIr

rnah; third'! 16th of Shahrlr-mah; fourth, 15th of Mihr-mah; fifth, II th 
of Day-mali: sixth, the five "stolen" <days> of Isfandarmadh-rnah.* 
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Commentary 

1.1.1 Historians from the Islamic period have confused Nabonassar, the 
king of Assyria whose reign began in 747 B.C. and whose era was later 
used in Ptolemy's Almagest, with Nabuchadnezzar (Nabokolassar), king 
of Babylonia, who reigned in the period 604-562 S.C., and who 
conquered Jerusalem. So, they have referred to the former by the 
arabicized form of the latter's name, i.e., Bukhtenssser. 

Ptolemy lived in the time of Antoninus Pius (fl. 137 C.E.) and used the 
era of Nabonassar because, as he says in Almagest II1.7, this was the era 
beginning from which ancient observations were preserved down to his 
time. 

The Philippus after whom the epoch 324 B.C. is named, is a son of 
Alexander III (the Great) and a halfbrother of Alexander IV. His reign 
started in the same year as that of Alexander IV (323 B.C.), namely with 
the death of Alexander the Great. The title Mason tel-bmmii') is 
mentioned in all mss. except L. It does not occur in other sources that I 
have seen, save the Mustelsl: zTj (MS BN arabe 2513), whose chapter on 
chronology seems to depend, to S0l11e extent, on Kilshyar. 

In fact, it was Ptolemy's Handy Tables, not Theon's zij, in which the 
Philippus era was adopted. This era also occurs in the Almagest as 'the 
death of Alexander' [Ptolemy 1984, 10, fn. 16]. 

It is generally accepted both by Muslim commentators and occidental 
scholars that the 'Two-Horned' (DlJu'l-qarnayn) mentioned in the Holy 
Koran, and used by Arab authors, Muslims, and Christians is to be 
identified with Alexander the Great (356-323 B.C.). He was Alexander 
III (not Alexander II, as Kushyar calls him) of Macedonia. The era 
erroneously named after Alexander is actually the Seleucid era.. which 
started with the death of Alexander IV and the accession of Seleucus, the 
founder of the Seleucid dynasty, to power [Ginzel 1906-1914.. L p. 136~ 

Taqizadeh 1939, part 2, pp. 124-27]. 
AI-BTranT also mentions Diocletianus as "one of the kings of 

Christendom" [1879, p. 105], and says elsewhere that "He was the last of 
the pagan Emperors of Rome; after him they became Christians" [1934.. 
p. 173]. In the Byzantine tradition, Diocletianus is primarily remembered 
as a prosecutor, for his edict of prosecution against the Christians that 
started in 303 C.E. 

In early zijes; if the remainder of a division for the determination of the 
intercalation of the Arabian years was 15, the resulting half of a day was 
usually truncated, which led to an ordinary 15th year and an intercalary 
]6th year in every 30-years cycle. However, in table 2 of Book III of the 
Iiimi' Zfj for the number of days in multiples of Arabian years, Kushyar 
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gives the number of days in 15 Arabian years equal to 5316 
=15 x(354+11/30)+0.5 days. This means that, as was more common in 
later Persian zijes, he rounded upwards the half of a day resulting from 
the accumulation of the fractions which led to a leap 15th year [cf. van 
Dalen 2000, p. 267]. 

Following is a summary of the numerical data given in this section: 

Era Weekday Daysafter Years+days 
the Deluge 

Nabonassar tAssyrian, 26 Feb. 747 S.C'.) Wednesday 860172 2356y+232d 
Philippus tGreek. 12 Nov. 324 B.C.) Sunday 1014834 2780y+ 134d 
Alexander (Selcucid. 1 Oct. 312 S.C) Monday 1019273 2792y+193d 
Augustus (Roman, 30 Aug. 30 B.C.) Thursday 1122316 3074y+306d 
Diocletianus (Roman, 29 Aug. 284 CE.) Wednesday 1236639 3388y+19d 
Hejira (Arabian. 15 July 622 C'.E.) Thursday 1359973 3725y+348d 
Yazdigird (Persian. 16 June 632 CE.) Tuesday 1363597 3735y+22d 

In this table, we see the number of days that had passed since the 
Deluge, at the beginning of each of the seven eras. Each number of days 
is also converted by Kushyar into Persian years plus remaining days. 
Kushyar's data imply that the epoch of the Deluge was taken to be 
Friday, 18 Feb. 3102 B.C., which was commonly used and is also implied 
in Kushyar's astrological treatise [Kilshyar 1997, p. 140/141]. 

The above numbers of days for the Nabonassar, Alexander, Hejira and 
Yazdigird epochs are the most common ones [cf. van Dalen 2000, p. 266, 
table 2]. The correct number of days since the Deluge for the Philippus 
epoch is 1014932. The above number given by Kushyar ( 1014834, found 
in the mss. C, Y, Band P) is probably an error by Kushyar or the scribes. 
In the ms. L this number is given as 10] 4934, which is still wrong but 
closer to the correct number. Presumably the original digit 9 was 
miswritten as 8 (a possible error in the Arabic script), and the digit 2 was 
then changed to 4, in order to accord with the correct weekday (Sunday). 
For the Augustus era, the number given by Kushyar (1122316, 
corresponding to 13 Nov. 30 B.C.) is one of two that are found in various 
other sources. It is based on the assumption that New Year in the ancient 
Egyptian and the Coptic calendar coincided in the time of Philippus 
instead of Augustus [cf. van Dalen 2000, p. 266]. Also the implied date 
for the Diocletian era, 12 Nov. 284 C.E., is one of two that were used in 
various early sources [cf. van Dalen 2000, p. 266]. 

1.1.2 In Arabic texts from the Islamic period, the adjective Riimi 
(R0I11an) means either 'Roman' or 'Greek'. Here it refers to the Greek 
era. The modem names (and the numbers of days) of the 'Greek' months 
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are for instance given by al-Blrunl in aJ- Tetbim and his Chronology. 
Yanwarius (31), Febrarlus (28), Martlus (31), AfrTnus (30), MaTus (31), 
YunTus (30), YulTus (31), Aghustus (31), Sebtembrlus (30), Aqtubrius 
(31), Nuambrlils (30), and Duqambrlus (31). Kilshyar has observed the 
rule for determining the Syrian leap years in table 1 of Book II of the 
Jiimi' ZTj for the number of days in multiples of Syrian years. 

The "conventional" Arabian lunar months have alternately 30 and 29 
days. In the lunar months based on the visibility of the lunar crescent, 
generally used in modern time, the first day of any lunar month is the day 
following the first observation of the lunar crescent. In this system it is 
possible to have two consecutive 30-day months, or two consecutive 29
day months. 

The Iranian calendar at the time of the advent of Islam was based on a 
vague solar year of 365 days consisting of 12 months of 30 days plus five 
extra days that were added at the end of the eighth month Aban. This year 
was originally taken from the Egyptian calendar. Some modern scholars 
have tried to determine the date of introduction of the Egyptian year in 
Iran on the basis of Kushyar's description of the five epagornenai being at 
the end of Aban in the year 375 of the Yazdigird era (1006-7 C.E.), found 
in this chapter. For instance, Taqizadeh [1938, p. 12] believes that the 
introduction happened in the second decade of the fifth century B.C. 
However, none of the results have been fully satisfactory [Taqizadeh 
1938, p. 5]. According to Kilshyar, as well as al-Blruni and some other 
authors, Iranians intercalated one full month in each 120 years to 
compensate for the difference between the Egyptian year and the tropical 
year (about one-fourth of a day) and to keep the beginning of their year 
close to the vernal equinox [see e.g., Ginzel 1906-1914, pp. 290-91]. 
Taqizadeh thinks that this sort of year was by no means a wholly 
fictitious year, as some seem to believe [1938, p. 57]. Recently Francois 
de Blois [1996] has tried to show that such an intercalation process was a 
mere "legend", However, in particular his "negative' argumentation has 
not convinced me. 

De Blois starts his discussion with the assertion that no reference to an 
Iranian intercalary month is found in ancient sources and no event is 
reported to have happened in such a month. But from a mathematical 
point of view, the probability of a random event happening in an 
intercalary month following a 120 years period as mentioned above is 
1/(120xI2+1)=1/1440, which is less than 0.07%. He then casts doubt on 
the reliability of the accounts provided by Kushyar and al-Birunl for the 
intercalation in the Iranian calendar. Here his argument that Kushyar 
prepared a manuscript of his liimi' ZTjin 393 A.H./I 002-3 C.E. and hence 
could not have mentioned a calendar reform in 375 A.Y./I006-7 C.E. 
turns out to be invalid. Inspection of the Alexandria manuscript of the zfi 
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shows that the date of Kushyar's autograph was 'Sunday the 2nd of 
Bahman-mah of the year 393' [A.Y.l8 Dhu'l-qa'da 4I5A.H.lI 0 January 
1025 C.E.], so Kushyar's reference to the reform can be correct. 
Moreover, in the second chapter of the text presented in this article, 
Kushyar says that the transfer of the five epagomenai had not yet been 
accepted by the inhabitants of Rayy, Jurjan and Tabaristan, but in the 
Persian translation, ms. P, prepared in 483 A.H., Rayy is omitted from the 
names of the cities. This indicates that Kilshyar and the translator were 
giving a realistic and up-to-date account of what was going on around 
them. 

In my opinion, de Blois's arguments regarding the problem of having 
two anniversaries for Zoroastre's death being 8 months apart, mentioned 
in Ziidsprem (chapter 25), the other passage that he quotes from 
Ziidsptem (chapter 34), and finally, the reference he makes to Dinkard 
[de Blois 1996, p. 43] are consistent with Kushyar's clear description that 
after each intercalation the first month of the year shifted to the next one, 
so that the months drifted slowly through the seasons but the epagomenai 
always kept trace of the vernal equinox (e.g., before 375 A.Y. the year 
began with Adhar-mah, but the vernal equinox was at the beginning of 
Farwardln-mah). Kushyar's description of the arrangement of the 
Jahanbars also confirms that a calendar reform took place in 375 A.Y. 
that followed the intercalation system of the pre-Islamic Iranian calendar 
(see Chapter 6 and its commentary). For a recent discussion of the subject 
that confirms the intercalation system mentioned by al-Blrunl and 
Kushyar, see [Ghasernlou 2003, 825-26]. 

Even after the advent of Islam the Persian solar calendar was used in 
Iran beside the Hejira lunar calendar until the 5th/II 

th century. In the year 
471 A. H.ll 079 C.E., the JalalT or MalikT calendar was constituted. In this 
calendar the years began with the vernal equinox based on astronomical 
observation or calculation. 

The modern version of the Persian names of the months as mentioned 
by Kushyar in this chapter has been used in the formal Iranian calendar 
since 1925. In this calendar, the year begins with Farvardin: the first six 
months have 3 1 days, the next five months have 30, and the last month, 
Esfand has 29 days in normal years and 30 days in leap years. The leap 
years usually occur every four years, but sometimes they are five years 
apart. This is determined by the exact moment of the vernal equinox 
being before or after local solar noon on the 29th of Esfand. The 1st of 
Farvardin is the first day whose noon is after the exact time of the vernal 
equinox. 
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1.1.3 The lengths of Syrian and Arabian years are 21915 :60=365 ~ and 

21262:60=354 ~~ days, respectively. 

By "completed" years and months, Kushyar means those which have 
passed. An "incomplete" year or month refers to a year or month which 
has not yet been completed. So, when we are in the month In of the year y 
of any calendar, m-l completed months and y-l completed years have 
passed from the beginning of the era. The month In and the year y 
themselves are incomplete. 

The results of Section 1.1.3 are used in Section I.1.4. 

1.1.4 The Syrian date is based on the Seleucid era. The following chapter 
gives the method of determining the weekday for any date in each of the 
calendars. These methods can be used for checking the correctness of a 
date conversion from one calendar to another. 

1.1.5 The second method for finding the weekday of a date in the Syrian 
calendar is based on the fact that 28 times 365.25 (days) is a multiple of 
7. In table 4 of Book II of the Iiimi' Zij, the weekdays of the first day of 
any Syrian month for the years 1 to 28 are given directly. Then it wiII be 
easy to find the weekday of any date in a given month. The weekdays are 
shown in the table in the conventional abjad numbers from 0 to 6~ 

corresponding to Saturday, Sunday,..., Friday, respectively. This allows 
us to convert the final remainder into weekdays directly, because the 
Arabic names for Sunday up to Thursday are derived from the Arabic 
words for 'one' to 'five', respectively. 

The second method for finding the weekday of a date in the Arabian 

calendar works because 210 times 354 ~ is a multiple of 7. Table 5 of 

Book II of the Iiimi' ZTj is in two parts: In one part, the weekdays of the 
first day of the years 1 to 210 are listed. The other part displays the 
weekdays of the first day of the 12 Arabian months (assuming 0 for the 
first month, because its beginning is the same as the beginning of the 
year). 

The method for the Persian years is valid because 365 is a multiple of 
7, plus 1. For any month we add 2 days, because 30 = 4x7+2. We do not 
add anything for Adhar-mah, because with the five epagomenae Aban
rnah has 35 days, which is a multiple of 7. Table 6 of Book II gives the 
number (0 to 6) corresponding to the weekday of the beginning of each 
Persian month for each remainder t (1 to 7) of the number of years y of 
the Yazdigird era, if y = 7k +r for an integer k. 
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E:GI111plcs: 

The weekday of the first day of Tishrin I of the Syrian year 1359 is 
found as follows: 

1358 (completed years)x21,915760::: 496,009 
496,009+ 1= 496010=7x70858+4 

The fourth day counting from the epoch Monday is Thursday. So the 
desired weekday is Thursday. 

Ifwe want to use table 4 of Book II, we proceed as follows: 
1359 = 28x48+15 

The table entry for 15 (remainder of the Syrian year) is 5, which 
corresponds to Thursday. 

The weekday of the first day of Ra111aZan of the year 439 of the Hejira 
era is found as follows: 

438 (entire yearsjxZ! ,262760:::155,213 

The number of the months from the beginning of the year to the first of 
RaI1J:.lzan is 4 x 30+4x29=236, and we add one for inclusion of the desired 
day itself: 

155,213+236+1=155,450=22207x7+1 
The first day counting from the epoch Thursday is Thursday itself. So, the 
desired weekday is Thursday. 

If we want to use table 5 of Book II, we proceed as follows: 
439=210x2+19 

The table entry for 19 (remainder of the Arabian year) is 0, and the table 
entry for Rnmuziin is 5. Since 5+0=5, the corresponding weekday is a 
Thursday. 

The weekday of the first day of Mibr-msh of the year 416 of the 
Yazdigird era is found as follows: 

416=59x7+3 
The third day counting from the epoch Tuesday is Thursday. So, the 
weekday of the beginning of the year is a Thursday. Now, since Mihr
miil: is the 7th month of the Persian year, we add 12 for the six preceding 
months: 

3+12=15=2x7+1 
The first day counting from the epoch Tuesday is Tuesday itself. So, the 
weekday of the beginning of Mibr-tniili is Tuesday. In table 6 of Book II, 
the entry corresponding to t = 3 and Mihr-miii: is 3, which corresponds to 
Tuesday. 

I have taken these examples from the treatise ul-Liimi' Ii emthilet aJ-Zij 
ul-jiimi' ("-Explanation of the examples of the Jiuni' ZTj ") by Abu'l
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Hassan (Ali b. Ahmad al-NasawT mentioned in the introduction of this 
article. Al-Nasawi's calculation (fols, 51r-52r) shows some insignificant 
differences with what I have provided above because he made a mistake 
in finding the weekday of the beginning of Tishtin I of the year 1359 of 
the Syrian era by calculation. Note that all three examples are for the 
years 1047-8 C.E., the time of composition of al-Nasawl's commentary. 

1.1.6 The modern equivalents and the meanings of these feasts are as 
follows: 

NAME EQUIVALENT MEANING 
Syrian: 

Ma(altha Presentation of Christ 
Subbar Annunciation 
Mi1ad Christmas Birth of Christ 
DinJ) Epiphany 
Ssum a1- tadhara (Ghaytas) The Fast of the Virgins 
Ssum Naynawf The Fast of Nineveh 
(Td al-haykal Wax Feast The Feast of the Temple 
Al-Ssum al-kabfr Lent The great Fast 
Sha(inIn Palm Sunday 
Al-Sha (anin al-$aghfra The lesser Sha'anin 
Fitr Easter Fast-breaking 
Su1liq Ascension day 
Finpqusp Pentecost Whitsunday 
Seumal-Sali1;Un Fast of the Apostles 
Ssum MartMaryam Fasting for the illness of Mary 
~uhiir al-MasI1) Advent of Christ 
FitrMaryam Fast-breaking in commemoration 

of Mary's death 
tIdal-$alIb Feast of the Cross 
Suqii; al-jimiir Falling of pebbles 
Ayyim a1- (ajiiz Days of the old W0111an 
Nayriizal-Mu'teiid Mu'tazids New Day 
Ayyim al-ba1}iir Dog days 

Arabic: 
(Ashiir8J The 10th day of Muharram
 
Maulid a1-NabI Birth 0f the Prophet
 
Yaum a/-jamal The day of the Camel Battle
 
Mab(ath al-NabI Appointment day of the Prophet
 
Mi'rij Ascension day 0 f the Prophet
 
Laylat el-sekk: The great Liberation night
 
Seum Fasting
 
Fat1)Makka Conquest of Mecca
 
tIdal-Fip- Feast of fast-breaking
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AI-Tarwlya Watering 
~fa Recognition 
tIdal-ail,1a Feast of Immolation 

Persian: 
GhadTr Khumm Khumm pool 
Na~ Pe~.Nowruz New Day 
AI-Na~ al-kh~$a Neytiiz of the nobility 
Al-Mihrajan al-kh~$at al-$aghlra The lesser specific Mihrjan 
Katb sl-ruqe' Charms against scorpions 
Jahanbiirs Pers. G'lhClnbar-ha Seasonal feasts 

The calculation of Lent by means of Kushyar's tables is explained in 
[Saliba 1970, pp. 197-98]. The explanation for Ayyam al-ba1)iir in 
parentheses in the translation is taken from al-Blnlnt, whose account is 
clearer [1934, p. 184]. All of the feasts and fasts mentioned by Kushyar 
are also described by al-Blrunl [1879, pp. 199-334; 1934, pp. 174-186; 
1954-1956, I, pp. 238-270] whose account is more complete and gives a 
more extensive explanation for each case. Since al-Biruni dedicated his 
Chronology to Qabils in 390 A.H/999-1000 C.E., it is highly probable 
that Kilshyar made use of it. In fact, he repeats the mistakes made by al
BTrOnT (see below). In only a few cases he gives different data. 

Thus Kushyar says that first of Ab is called Seum Mart Maryam. But 
according to al-BTrunT [1879, p. 296; 1954-1956, I, 242] this is the Seum 
marai Metyetn ('4Fasting on account of the illness of Mary"), and he puts 
Suum Mart Meryetn on the Monday that follows Subbiit [1879, p. 310; 
1954-1956, p. 245]. Kushyar says that the AyyanJ al-b(1)iir are eight days 

19th beginning on the of Tarnrnuz, AI-BTrOnT's account in al-Tafhfm 
[1934.. p. 184] is the same as Kiishyar's, but in [1879; p. 268; 1954-1956, 
I.. p. 270] ai-Blninl says that they are seven days beginning on the 18th of 
Tarnmuz. 

AI-BTrunT [1879, p. 329; 1954-1956, p. 256] puts Yaum sl-jemel on the 
3rd of Jumada I. Only in ms. C of the Jiimi' ZTj it is mentioned to be on the 
is" of Jumada I. Other rnss, do not mention it at all. According to 
Kushyar (as found in all mss. that contain Book I), Feth Makka ('1he 
Conquest of Mecca") was on the zo" of Ramazan, but aI-BTrUnT [1879, p. 
330; 1954-1956, p. 256] puts it on the 19th of Ramazan. 

AI-BTrunT [1879.. p. 214] calls the feast on the 22nd of Bahman Biid-tiiz 
instead of Kushyar's Wfidhfra. Also instead of Giigi], we read Kiikthl and 
KiivkfJ in al-Biruni [1879, p. 212; 1954-1956, 260]. 

Each Jiihanbiir(Persian Gahanbar, lit. "The feasts of the [six] times [of 
creation]") consists of five days and Kilshyar defines their beginnings. 
Al-Blrunf's account of the beginnings of the six Jahanbars [1879, pp. 204, 
205, 207, 210, 212, 217; 1954-1956, pp. 259-60] is different from 
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Kushyar's. The dates according to al-Blrunl are as follows: I) 11 th of Day
mah, 11) l t" of lsfandarmadh-mah, III) 26th of Ardlbahisht-mah, IV) 26th 

of Tir-mah, V) 16th of Shahrtwar-mah, VI) the five 'stolen days" at the 
end of Aban-mah. There is a shift of two in the numbers of the liihunbiu» 
between Kushyar and al-Blrtinl. Kiishyar puts the 6th Jahanbiirat the end 
of Isfandarmadh-rnah and al-Blrilnl puts it at the end of Aban-malt. 
Zoroastrian sources are not consistent in this regard [Taqizadeh t938, 
p.ll] and there were different accounts of the beginnings of the 
JahanbaIS. Kushyar's account matches with an old Pahlavi text At:1ringan 
Gahanbar and with the calendar reform of 375 A.Y., and his system is 
now used by the Zoroastrians [Taqizadeh 1937, footnotes of pp. 18-10]. 

Most of the feasts listed by Kushyar (and al-Blrunl) are stilt 
celebrated, but not always on the same dates. In the present Iithurgical 
calendar of the Syrian Orthodox Church Mltallhii is celebrated on 
February 2nd as the presentation of Christ at the Temple of Jerusalem. 
Kushyar's description for Ma(altha is valid for the present feast 
Sanctification of the Church., which corresponds to 'ld el-heykel. The 
latter falls on a Sunday in late October or early November. Kushyar 
confused these two feasts with each other. The first Sunday of the Advent 
now falls on the zs" of November if it is a Sunday; otherwise it is the 
next Sunday. Kushyar mentions this as Subbiir. However, at present 
Subbiit is celebrated on March zs". Seum Metyem now begins on the 

t5th 10th of August, and ends at the date given by Kilshyar (the of 
August). The fast of the Apostles is now celebrated on June 26th_29th 

" 

while the corresponding fast in Kushyar's account, $aU111 aI-SaITbTn., was 
on the Monday after Pentecost, so depended on Easter. 

Neytiiz al-Mu 'tezid was actually a Persian feast, but it was adjusted 
with the Syrian date 11 th of Hezitiin (June) [cf. al-Blruni 1934, pp. 185
86]. Ayyam al- 'ejiiz and Soqiit el-jimiir are Arabian occasions but defined 
by the solar (Syrian) dates. AI-BTrOnT says that, according to the Greeks" 
Ayyam al-bal,Jiir(Dog days) are connected with the (heliaca1) rising of the 
Dog-star of Orion, i.e., Sirius [see al-Btrunl 1934, p. 183]. 

The Arabian feasts have mostly been preserved up to now., because 
they are actually connected to Islamic occasions and rituals. However" 
their importance (manifested in being a formal holiday or not) is not the 
same in different Islamic countries and among different sects. A Iso their 
exact dates are not always agreed unanimously. Remaziin (the month of 
fasting) and 'ld el-Fitr(the feast of fast breaking), as well as the occasions 
connected with the Prophet, i.e., Maulad al-NabT (his birth), and Mublath 
el-Nsbi (his appointment), and those connected with Hajj (pilgrimage to 
Mecca), i.e., 'Arati: (recognition) and 'ld al-az~lii (immolation), are evenly 
important in all the Islamic world. <As/nlra and Ghedit Khll111111 are of 
particular importance in Shi'ism, 
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In present Iran, Nowtiiz (in Arabic NayrLiz) is celebrated as the most 
important formal national feast on 1-4 FarvardTn (usually 21-24 March). 
Mihtgiin (in Arabic Mihrajan) now falls on the 10th (and not 16th 

) of Mihr 
because each of the first six Iranian months now have 31 days (not 30 
days). Sudch (in Arabic Sadaq) still falls on the 10th of Behmsn. Its name 
is derived from the Persian word sad or $ad which means "hundred", 
because on this day 50 days plus 50 nights remain until Nowtiiz [Cf. 
BTriinT 1934, p. 182; 1954-1956, 260]. The latter two feasts are still 
remembered and celebrated on a limited level, but not as formal holidays. 
Gahanbar-ha (in Arabic Jahanbaral) as well as Mihrgan and Sadeh, are 
regarded as important national and religious feasts among the 
Zoroastrians who also celebrate other old Iranian feasts. 
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~ji ~\ ~\ ~~\~ W\ 4:i!JAA J ~\ ~~ J w~ J ~ J ~W~ ~\ 

~ Ji\ ~ W\ J ~ 4..1.J\ ~ ~ ~:J\j~} ~.)\ 

s ~) 'Yk .u.1\ ~ ~\ 4-:i ~t. ~\ ~\ 0.0~.J:! J)\ ~\ ~.J:! .uJ\j ~~\ La\ J 

~ J o.)~ ~~\ J ~jil\ '-'~ ~~ J ~~ J w)w ~ j~ ~ ~ ~L:J\ JA 
~ .,?'}\ ~.J.w J J)'}\ ~.),l,J..b.s~ J ~~\ J.".!\ LA ~ ~ J)~ '-f..o4\ 
"...; Jw~.J~';..b.s0~ j.; J ~.)j.d..b.s ?')\ ~..)~ ~ J JJ'l\ ~..)~ ~ 
~\j 35<~ ~~..H~..l..r..AI J ~ J..b.s ~\ ~j~ J o~\ ~j ~J..b.S J\~ 

~ 0.0 JiS\ .J~\ o~ w.J~ \j\j ~~ ~ J ~) LA~ 0~) ~.J\ J ~W)W 

~\ ~~ ~kJ~ w4 .)~\ o:a ~~\ ~~I <j> ~~ [J]~.ui ~ ~J-:! 

W;~ J ~~\ J Lo~ w)~ ~ ~ ~41\~ .J~\ ~ J ..rdl\ ~.J:! ~~J ~ 

~ J Lo~ ~~ J ~ ~J Lo~ ~~ ~p~ ~fi4 ~W 0~)~..) 
~~~~)~~~1j~\ .,?\~J6~~~~o~\)\~\~W\ .J~\ 

.JA s ~ j~~ ~ ..)~..)j; ~ ~\ ~\ W-O~.J-:! JJ\ ~W:xJ\ ~..H 4l J \j ~.)Ul\ Lo\ J 

~~~W\..>:y:.0.0 ~ ~..)t...J\Jo~ ~ ~~\ ~ JJ'i\ ~.)0.0 0J~\J~Lil\ 

J)\ Lo > ~ J ~ '-f,.oy\ ~ J 0.J~ ~~\ J ~.;il\ ~~ ~~ J ~.)\ J 

J9<u!> J oLoj\..)..J--O ~ '~~<J oLo.»J> ~ J 0\...0 37j\..)? w-" J o~..) J J o~..))J.) 

J oLo ~~ J oLo~..)~..) J oLo 41.)j\ ~..) #J 0\..0 W~i (,j..) J oLoJ+'O U.i J olA.tO ~~ 

.,?\ 43~ O..ll\)\ ~\J Lo.J:! w~ J ~ J ~W~ ~1j ~ J oLa 4~~).ili......:\ ~ 

JS ~.J~~.ftJ ~~ &~ ~\ ~ ~ ~.)\.il\ ~\ 0'1 J .u~\ ~ 0\...0 ~~\ 

~J") ~4\ ~ l)olIJill ~\.S J .l.:l..\J ~~ ~~ J ~Lo J,S ~ J .l.:l..\) ~ J-:! ~ ~} 

JJ\ wJ-l'Y \~~ ~~ ~\ ~ wH \~\J \~~~~ J ~Lo J,S ~ u~ 

~2 C JJ'i10:!~ instead of ~rJl j~\S found in B, L. P, and Y 
3~ ~ added from Band Y 

34 C fijj instead of ~ found in B. L P. and Y 
~5 ~ added from Y 

~(I C f'~ instead of f' ~ found in B. Land Y 

37 Land P substitute ~ for final J in the names of the months 
3XC J "L.~ illegible 
~l) C Ui illegible 

40 y J~~ instead of ..>.t~. which confonns to the modem Persian name of this month 
41 C ..J} instead of ~I found in other mss. 

42 C )~l instead of i.)~\ found in other mss. 

43 C ~instead of ~ 
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~ o~I)\ ~I 0~ J tAy;.i ~;; JA J ~\ JJI ~ oya ~JA~\ .)~ ~~ 

JJI J ~I ~~ ~\ ~I ~ J:..:i '-i~1 ~I ~I .)~ JJI J ~~I ~I ~yl 

j~ .»~~ ~yl ~ j\£ J ~ ~\ ~ j.A 44<~ ~J:t>-~· J ~lA J,S ~ Ji:UJ ~\ 
~\ WJolAj~i ja,i ~~~.".J\ ~\JoLo46.)~i~~I ~\ J,.:a..J4S~IJ~."i\ 
y..r-J\ ~~I J~J.)Y\~\ J~~I ~~l.:il .?-IJI 0LS~uJ~ J~lA~ 

~W~ J ~ J ~~ ~I ol-G ~y\ .?\ ~ ~\~ J ~)I ~~ ~u~ 

~ J ~.J~ ~\ ..::.Ji.i! ol4y").JJ') ~ JJ'i\ ~~I ~ ~I ~I w.b. J .,)~.,)~ 

J ~..)I ~ ~I LiJ~.) ~ l-GU H~I ~)I~ oLoi..JI~1 .?-\ ~\ ~ l-G ~ .JY.l1\ 

0\ j~'i JoIl~ ~ J~.) ~~ ~\ u~ ~U olG u~\ .?-\ ~ ~ u~~ J u~~ 
,~,47 .)j-A~ .>-A J 4l.: ~~~ ~\ ~I ~yl ~ ~~ J,..SJ J ~ J J.lH 
,50~fi'~ 'OlA '.J~ '0~i ,4q.J~\ ,~~.) ,48~\..)JA ,~I.)~ ,i.)~\ ''''>:~ ,~) 

'j~1 ,.,)~I ,.)) ,~.) ,~.l:Y.) ,.)~ 'fill.) ,~IJ+:l '~.)')J.) '~.J ,51~J~ '..>f-'l ,~.) 
'~J ,53.l.o~1 ,.)~I ,.,).Joi-.AI: ~~I ~IJ 'UI~1 ,52~.)lG '.)4-0lj 

54~~J 

~~ C om ~ found in B. L. and Y
 

~5 C j\J~\~linstt:ad of .JIJ~~I found in B. P. and Y
 
-l(J C .J} instead of .J~l found in other mss.
 

~7 L. P. and Y jA..JA instead of:' jA.;A
 

~s Y :.I:'JAI. a more ancient form of the name alternatively used in modem Persian. instead of ~I~..>"
 
~l) C .J} instead of .J~l found in other Il1SS.
 

50 L. P. Y ~~ instead of";~
 
5I C ,JM.Jy:;. instead of ~J~ found in other mss.
 
52 P and Y ..li.....lIJtAand L ~\~ instead of ~.JlA
 
53 Land Y ~I instead of ~I
 
:\4 B. L. and P substitute ~ for final ~ in the names of the days
 

55 C ~~.rJ\ ~\ instead of ~ found in other m55.
 
5ll C ~\ instead of ~ found in other IllSS.
 

q C ~\ instead of ~ found in other mss.
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lG41r)...JI ~ ~411 ~I ~ u~ ~J1 Li~.JI J Lo.,la..o ~)WJI ~.JljJl o.iA ~I ~1.S I~I 

ry'll 0-A ~ J~I 0-A r-U1r.,Ja..J1 ~LS~' ~ tA~ J.yJ ~I ~i.11 r~\ ~\ 
~.JtJI ~lG r41W~j r)...JI ~ r.lil J~I ~tS ~\ J 6\ ~.JW1\ ~ Lo ryl ~~\ 
J -'~'I ~ ~ ,., LL_ ·.a lGLI J .~- ~'I' u.1\ Il-L_ 61~" I .' W ~ .i , -'I w'i\. L.. 
~r ~~ .. ~~.) .nr- ~J~ ~r .. ~ 

tA~ ~4~ ~.)\jj\ ~ r.lil .JA J 340700 tA~~ r4~ ~yJ\ ~ r.lil ~4yJ\ ~.Jti.l\ J 'Y-! 
u~ ~.JtJl 0-A ~W\ ~ J 3624 1.A~ rY~ ~j••il\ j-A r~\ ~yJ\J 344324 
~1J J~\ r~1 ~~ J t~'l\ ryl ~ r~\ ~.JtJ\ ~ ~Jji.J\ r.»1\ ~~~.>'Y 

r)...J~J~1 Wh.1\ ~~ JI r~~\ ~\ J~LWI 

o~ ~ lG J ~~~ J r~1 ~~ ~ ~y '-i~\ r~1 ~\ lGy\ ~ju ~ ~y~\ 

~\ ~ ~\ ~ ~JI J ~JJi.J\ r~\ ~ J,:..~.JA ~\ ~ '-i~1 r~1J ~'il r.H ~ 

hL J J:.~I JJ~ ~ ~ Ul:...~ ~ i, J ~~ J ~W ~~ J ~W ~y ~\ ~I ~ 
o~y ~ [~I J,:..~ ~ ~y ~ tA~y~] I..GI j;.~ ~ 4l..Jlj~ t, 

r~ ~ o~~ LoJ ~~~ J ~4~\ ~ r.l.lJ ~ Loyl ~)..J ~ ~~I 
~\ ~\ ~ ~\ j.o ~\ ~ "J1 J r.»1\ ~ JA .llJJ\ ~I ~ '-ii.ll r~1J ~\ 

5HC ~I...>--instead of~lyo 
59 B adds~\ > 
60 C ~\ instead of > 
61 C om, from here to ~~I. recovered from B. Land Y 
(,2 C ~ JI ~ instead of ~ JI ~ found in B 
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j.o4.,j\J~ 1.A hU J ~~\ JJ~~~ lili...)~ Lo JO~ J ~~o~ J ~Lo~-ri 
~y~~\ ~\ ~.l.o> o~Y~o~Y~~\~.l.o 

~~\ ~~\j ~W~\ ~.J:! jA o~ ~ i., J ~ ~~.>i ~\ ~\ ~ ~ ~ ~.JWI 

~jJ ') J~.J:!~.J:! 0\...0 ~.).JJ.) ~ ~ JSJ ~ ~jJ J ~I ~~.l.o Y. ~I ~ 

~~\ tj!.,l.l:l.I J f'~ ~oLo~\ J oLo j:'3~\~.l.o U') ~oLo.J~\~.l.J 

~yyJI 

~~\ .l:l.')1j')\J LilcLo ~ .l:l.';\ f'~ JJ')\ ,.:'r.t~~ UJ~IJ ~w.1\ ~~I ulS ,,} US\..t 

JJ')\ U~l£ j.o UJyA1\J ~WI~~I ~I~ 

~~I u.".il£0A ~l..J1 63~~ 

~~I ~ ~~\ ~')I c..>-~ ¥' JA ~):.J\ fi~ 
\...o~ ~~ J ~~ ~I f'.,..J1 ~ '-i~\ ~'1\ 4JJ I ~y\ ~~ IJ.H fi.J*Q 

.b~ 0A ~Wl\ U\ ¥' 
~ J ~~ ~y J ~Y ~\ ~I ~ ~.;il\ '-i~ ~ ~\..j u\ ~~ ~\ fi~ 
J ~Lo ~ ji£1 ~I wlS uU ~~~o~~ 64~ Lo J ~~~~ 
Lo60 J ~~ jJJ)Xj ~ w\S. W ~~~ rlJi\ u\S. 01J 65\~\ \.l:l.I J ~~~ 

~')\~.J:!.j\S w\.b~ jA ~~\ ..ill~~ f'.,..JIj.u~ JI.b~~Y\ ~ ulS wi J \.j~ ~ 

JJ\ ~~ Lo J.b~ ~yl ~ lyiJl .b~ f'yl w-.o ji.S\ :.;lSw\ J o~ ~ij\ ~'11j ')\ J 

670~ ~~I ~')Ij ';I J ~')I f'~ utS ul )~\ 0A f'.,..J\ 

~~ J ~Y ~\ ~I ~ ~.;il\ ~~~ hU ul ~ ~\ J ';J4 ~~ ~J -u J 

J \~\ ~ y..'J 1 ~.,.J\ ~ ~y J ~~ J ~W ~ ~."J\ .l:l.1 ~ J~.JA 

\...0 J JJ~\ J.,.b ~ 0:.~ J ~W~ ~I 0A ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ 
wlj ~.,..J\ JJI .JA ~..u.J\ ~ti:iJ')\~.,.d JJ~\~.JC LJ..4 ~~~ ~\ w-o ~ 

68 )~\ ~ ~o~4:';l£ 0\ J.b~ ~ ~ ~\y.J4 utS 
70 j.ol.:i.1\ f'~\ ~\.b~ 0A 69~~\ f'~\ U:H ~ ~tSll t~')1 ~\ ~')I Yj!"J1 ~\ ~J 

72~1 ..;hil\J~~1 U:H~~~1 ~YJ!"JI ~')I ~~01j 71)~\ ~ 

(,3 C ~i11 instead of ~.ll\ 

I,.j B ~~. 4,.j~ JI A ~ j\S .)1 

t,:; Bom.I.l:l\
 

r,b B f"~ ~ ~~\ f"~ j\S J WI •.ill::,JQW f"yl 0-0 Jil u\S j\! ~Jj JI ~ wt.S wi instead of here
 

lip to ~'11 f"~ j\S.)1
 
1>7 This calculation method is oulv found in Land B.
 
(.~ This method based on table 7 ~f Book II is only found in L.
 
(jl) C ..)oL:J\ instead of ~LJ\ found in B. P. and Y 

70 C ~tJl instead of ..)oLJI found in B. P. and Y
 
.." Thi'~ alternative method ISfound in C. B. Y. and P. Y and P mention that there is also a calculation 
for this fast that accords with this method. 
7:' The sentence regarding the doubtful case found in C. Y. and P. is ambiguous. because the beginning 

of the Lent cannot be in its last week. 



~~\ L;A 0~.J'1IJ ~WI J.::..'1\ ~~ 73~~\ 
~~I ~~i1\ J.::..'1\ ~~Pl 

pI ~~I ~1'7-t~~\~~\ 

lA~~)~pl~~\~~~ 

~~\ o~ J~\ ~ ~'11 ~~~ 

~~'-ii1\ ~'1\ ~,.~ 
76 y \ ~ ~~ JJ\ ~jA 75~.)LA,.~ 

y\ ~ ~..)W\ ~\ ..).JfJ= 
~\ jA ~ ~WI ~jA~ 

y~ J ~J)\ ~ J J):\ 0..0 y':£ ~tJ\ J~ Jl.c. J J~\ j.A ~ ~I.)I ~\¥' 

~~~\)\ 

..b~ ~ 0J~\J ~JW\ J ~ ~\ )I J ~W\ ~~\ 77 .)~ ~jL... 
..b~ ~ ~J~\ J ~JWI 4J.J\ ~ j~ ,.~\ 

~IJ:~ jA y':£ '-i..)W\ 78~\jJ~ 

w~\ 0..0 ~~'1\ o~ ~0~ ~J~ J j~ 0-A ~ ~WJ\ 4JJI ~W ..)~l.:J\ ,.~\ 

~~j.o~\ ~lA~ 7q~I-*' 

~yJI 

r.F-A~ ~W\ ~ ~.JJ~J'\.il\ rfi~ ~~\ ~ JA \.)~W\ 

JJ'1\ ~.J o-~ ~t:il\ ~ J ~ ~la.:j '\.il\ ~~ JJ.j04 
JJ'1\ ~J4~~ ~WI~ ,.~ 

~.) ~ WJ~\J ~JW\ ~ J ~ ~\ ~ ~\~ 

~.J ~ 0J~\J ~L.J\ ~ ~\~ 
.~. /. ,'G..ill~\twu. ~~~., .. 

0~.J~Y\"~ 
~~.J~0J~I~~ 
JI~~~~JJI Pl ¥ 
~\ ~~ ~ j.oW\ ~JJUl 
~\'~ ~ j..o ~~\ ti.,j:

~, '-i~ 0..0 ~WI ~~\ J.F 
~\ ~~ ~ y':£ ~Lil\ ~ jj$, 

~).il\
 

0\..0 0:?J .JJ .;! j..o p~ JJI jJ~
 

olA ~J.JJ.) j.o L)oIlJWI ~LiJ\ jJ~
 

o\..o~~<~> ~WI wl+~\
 

73B ~I ~UI instead of ~~I 
14 B. L. and Y ~I instead of:;~\ 
15 B. L P. and Y om. ~.JLa 
76 B add. JA J ~I 
77 P ~I~ instead of .)4 
7l(L ~~l instead of ~I 

79 C :.s"*1 instead of ~ I.*1 
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~~ .)fA j.4 0J~\ J ~Jl:J1 80~\ ~\ 6~JfoA 
o~~J~ ~ ~WI81JPLS 

~~~~~WJI~ 

O~~L;A~WI~J~ 

oL.a ~ 0.0 0J~\J ~WJ\ OJ:!j\.J 
8:!~~ 04\ y:..\ ~~~\ 0\ ~ o~io)~\ ~ ~W\ tU.) ~ 

,,~~~ joG ~ ~tJ\ o~~ ~ ~ ~tJ\ oLo ~J) 0-0".s 4lJ I ~\ u\.;~l+Jl 

oL.a~)~\ 0-0 ~~\ ~\ ~L.J\ o~ ~J 0Al.; ~W\ o~...*" 0A~ ~\)I 

XO B. L. P. and Y 0111. ~\ 

xI C J#.tS:j instead of"~\S found in B. L. P. and Y 

l<2C 0111. fj'OI11 here to the end of the section found in Land Y 
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